## Volume 29

### Spring
- “Satellite objects and cloud cigars,” by Herbert S. Taylor
- “Mysterious island: The UFO legacy of the Isle of Man,” by Jenny Randles
- “Balloons, missiles, and UFOs,” by Michael D. Swords
- “Digging up Roswell,” by Robert Durant
- “First contact with ET within 20 years?” by Mark Rodeghier

### Summer
- “Satellite objects: A further look,” by Herbert S. Taylor
- “The meaning of hybrid and abductee play,” by David M. Jacobs
- “The effect of UFOs on society,” by Ron Westrum
- “NARCAP statement on the Mexican FLIR case”
- “On media delusions and Ivan Sanderson: Two reviews,” by Jerome Clark
- “Postcards with a UFO theme,” by George M. Eberhart

### Fall
- “Aliens, hair, and DNA,” by Bill Chalker
- “Green miniature airplane hovers in front of a house,” by Clas Svahn
- “Air Force UFO investigations in the mid-1950s,” by Michael D. Swords
- “Psychotherapy and UFOs,” by Mark Rodeghier
- “A case of radar detection of UFOs in France,” by Claude Poher
- “An abductee’s life,” by Tom Rymer
- “Conversations with Martians,” by Jerome Clark
- “Navy missile tests and the Canary Island UFOs,” by V.J. Ballester Olmos and Ricardo Campo Perez
- “Radio signals from space, alien probes, and Betty Hill,” by Michael D. Swords
- “Mystery clouds and the UFO connection,” by Herbert S. Taylor
- “Just for fun: The trivial stuff that legends are made of,” by Michael D. Swords
- “The relationship between religion and UFOs,” by Mark Rodeghier

### Winter
- “Navy missile tests and the Canary Island UFOs,” by V.J. Ballester Olmos and Ricardo Campo Perez
- “Barney Barnett’s crashed saucer: Where did it come from?” by Kevin D. Randle and Karl T. Pflock
- “Proto-UFOs,” by Jerome Clark
- “A close encounter before flying saucers,” by Frank John Reid
- “Astronomers get serious about ETI (if not UFOs),” by Mark Rodeghier

## Volume 28

### Spring
- “Levelland, Texas, 1957: Case reopened,” by Donald R. Burleson
- “Spanish military UFO encounter,” by Vicente-Juan Ballester Olmos
- “Greene County close encounter,” by John Timmerman
- “Snapshot from a cruise,” by John Timmerman and Mark Rodeghier
- “Barney Barnett’s crashed saucer: Where did it come from?” by Kevin D. Randle and Karl T. Pflock
- “Proto-UFOs,” by Jerome Clark
- “A close encounter before flying saucers,” by Frank John Reid
- “Astronomers get serious about ETI (if not UFOs),” by Mark Rodeghier

### Summer
- “Enigma variations: Proto-UFOs and other strangeness,” by Jerome Clark
- “Orthoteny as a world grid: The intra-ocular impact test,” by Donald Johnson

## Volume 27

### Spring
- “UFO/Vehicle very close encounter,” by Mark Rodeghier
- “Angel Hair: An Australian perspective,” by Keith Basterfield
- “Was there a second Estimate of the Situation?,” by Michael Hall
- “The trivialist,” by Jerome Clark
- “The 1952 Nash/Fortenberry sighting revisited,” by Thomas Tulien
- “Unusual experiences from the Timmerman files,” by Michael D. Swords
- “The flying triangle phenomenon,” by Don Ledger
- “Frank Kauffmann reconsidered,” by Kevin D. Randle and Mark Rodeghier
- “The 1946 ghost rocket photo,” by Clas Svahn
- “Harvard’s revenge? Abduction reports and false memory,” by Stuart Appelle
- “The U-2 spy plane and Blue Book: Another look,” by Mark Rodeghier

### Winter
- “Timmermania: A step too far into the Timmerman files?,” by Michael D. Swords
- “Attitudes toward ETI, UFOs, and abductions,” by Mark Rodeghier
- “Collision course,” by Jenny Randles

## Volume 26

### Spring
- “Close encounter in UFO alley” by Jenny Randles
- “UFOs on memory lane,” by Kevin D. Randle
- “Project Mogul still a flight of fancy,” by Robert J. Durant
- “Discovering the new extrasolar planets,” by Michael D.
Volume 25

Spring
“Strange evidence,” by Bill Chalker
“Behavioral classification system for UFO occupants,” by Mark Cashman
“Abductions and research bias: How to lose your way,” by Thomas E. Bullard

Summer
“Crash landing in the Pampas,” by Roberto E. Banchs and Richard Haines
“Flight to Fort Worth: From complicity to cover-up,” by Thomas Carey and Don Schmitt
“The Harwinton daylight disc,” by Mark Cashman
“The 1997 Space and UFO Science Symposium at the Cosmo Isle-Hakui Center, Japan,” by Richard Haines

Fall
“The Roswell debris field: Size doesn’t matter,” by Robert Galganski
“Dyad scout craft,” by Richard Hall

Volume 24

Spring
“Strange evidence,” by Bill Chalker
“Behavioral classification system for UFO occupants,” by Mark Cashman
“Abductions and research bias: How to lose your way,” by Thomas E. Bullard

Summer
“Crash landing in the Pampas,” by Roberto E. Banchs and Richard W. Heiden
“South Pacific sighting, 1997,” by Richard Haines
“The mystery of Howden Moors: Part one,” by David Clarke and Martin Jeffrey

Winter
“UFOs in Canada,” by Mark Rodeghier
“Classic cases from the APRO files,” by Michael Swords
“The Holland, Michigan, radar-visual case,” by Michael Swords

Fall
“Probing the Roswell thin-strut debris,” by Robert A. Galganski

Volume 23

Spring
“The strange sage of Cactus Jack,” by Thomas Carey
“The McCoy letter,” by Michael Swords
“The Linda Cortile case analyzed: Part 1,” by Greg Sandow

An anecdotal report of a UFO crash/retrieval in 1941: Part 1,” by Walter Webb

Summer
“The Linda Cortile case analyzed: Part 2,” by Greg Sandow
“Carl Sagan and me,” by Budd Hopkins
“The 1997 Space and UFO Science Symposium at the Cosmo Isle-Hakui Center, Japan,” by Richard Haines

Fall
“UFOs in Canada—1996,” by Mark Rodeghier
“UFOs and humor: An annotated list,” by Chris Rukowski
“Mid-1997 roundup of new UFO and related books,” by several authors

Volume 22

Spring
“The CIA’s UFO history,” by Mark Rodeghier
“Who’s the dummy now? The latest Air Force report,” by Mark Rodeghier and Mark Chesney

“Roswell: Clashing Visions of the possible,” by Michael Swords
“Lie Detection in UFO controversies,” by Geoff Price
“The Australian government and UFOs,” by Bill Chalker

Winter
“The Glue Explanation Just Won’t Stick,” by Robert A. Galganski
“UFO crash at Shag Harbour,” by Don Ledger
“Louisiana lights in 1967,” by John Williams

Fall
“The light that stopped a car,” by Clas Svanh and Jörgen Granlie

Volume 21

Spring
The pancakes of Eagle River,” by Jerome Clark
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